Using BAC clones to characterize unbalanced chromosome abnormalities in interphase cells.
Carriers of balanced translocations usually carry alterations in gene sequences, which lead to dysfunction during early and late embryogenesis. Related spatial rearrangement causes either cumulative delay in cell cycles and/or anomalies in transcription and translation. This has also an important impact at the time of genomic activation, the longest cell cycle of preimplantation development. Carrier patients may be affected either with primary infertility or by repeated miscarriages [Hum. Reprod. 12 (1997) 2019.]. Assuming that a fraction of the germ cells is karyotypically normal, these patients would greatly benefit from efficient procedures for generation and use of breakpoint-specific DNA hybridisation probes in preconception and preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) after polar body or blastomere biopsy of the embryos. The objective of this research was to design an approach of patient-specific probes for preimplantation diagnosis of chromosome translocations and which could be used eventually to select chromosomally normal embryos from balanced or unbalanced interphase cells prior to their transfer to the mother's womb. This approach was used for a couple, where the female partner was a carrier of a balanced translocation 46,XX,t(4;12)(p16.1;q24.31). First, BAC/PAC clones were chosen from specific chromosome bands from the genome sequence that hybridise adjacent to the chromosomal breakpoints or span them. Then, the probes and hybridisation conditions were optimised using unrelated normal amniocytes, lymphoblastoid cells and lymphocytes from the carrier to increase hybridisation signal intensity and decrease background. Finally, the probes were tested on target cells before they were used for mimicking preconception or preimplantation genetic diagnosis. Three slides were analysed blindly from a normal karyotype, an unbalanced and a balanced translocation. A total of 78 cells were analysed of which in the slide A 19/22 (86%) were found to be unbalanced, in slide B 25/31 (81%) were normal and in slide C 21/25 (84%) were balanced. Thus, it was demonstrated that cells with known structural abnormalities could be detected, based on hybridisation of breakpoint spanning bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) DNA probes in interphase cells.